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The “best of the best” now has more

Revisiting the ten best astrology programs, TopTenReviews.com gives Solar Fire a perfect score in all categories, including Features, Chart Tools, Extras and Help & Support. Now, with the more recently released Solar Fire Version 9, there's even more to be happy about. (Details on pages 2-7.)

At left: Attractive graphics, based on the Moon's current phase and sign, remind you when and what to plant, and when to fertilize, weed, reap and rest. (Here, the Moon in Cancer signals a day to plant green leafy crops.)

A new incarnation of Nova and Chartwheels to complement Solar Fire

Astrolabe’s innovative calculation program continues in the tradition of Robert Hand’s 1980s Nova and Chartwheels software. But instead of attempting the encyclopedic completeness of Solar Fire, the new Nova Chartwheels for Windows concentrates on providing astrology’s most complete and in-depth software for symmetrical astrology studies and dial work.

Very different in style from Solar Fire, Nova Chartwheels gives the old-time sensation of being at a paper-strewn desk, working the dials to investigate each new thought as it occurs.

Nova Chartwheels also provides an extraordinary array of productivity tools for the busy professional. This includes a free Planner that can organize not only your practice, but the rest of your life as well. (Details on pages 8-9.)

Now you can cast charts on
your tablet or smartphone

With Celeste, Astrolabe’s FREE astrology app, you can now calculate a chart or check current astrological conditions any time, anywhere. (See back cover for details.)
Solar Fire's Graphic Ephemeris display now makes it easy to see how transits correlate with changes in any sort of time-series data. Here, we've downloaded S&P stock prices from the free site finance.yahoo.com and overlaid them on a graph of the extraordinary 4-planet conjunction of August 1987. You can see stocks reaching a high at the conjunction, the historic crash that followed on October 20, and the turning points marked by the eclipses and lunations also shown on the graph. 

You could also use this new feature to track solar flares or sunspot numbers (from free government sources), the ups and downs of your business income—or perhaps even the fluctuations in your weight.

New Display Options

- **New glyphs:** For the Part of Spirit ☰ or ☱, the Galactic ⚮ and Supergalactic Z centers, the asteroids Salacia ☷, Vulcano ☷ and Orcus ☱. Also, 49 new symbols for the nakshatras.
- **New wheel and page designs:** Added bi-zodiac, nakshatra and other wheels, plus “3 Lithis” and “Roman Astrology” pages and a 12-wheel layout to aid in writing Sun sign columns.
- **More dials:** Examine hidden planetary relationships in over 218 new unis, bi, tri and quad dials in both the major and minor harmonics.
- **Improved eclipse listings** let you view and print detailed eclipse data in one compact list, sort the list by date, degree, duration, Saros series and other factors, and click on any eclipse to instantly display the eclipse chart.
- **New nodal axis display:** An aspect line connecting the North and South nodes can now define the chart’s nodal axis.
- **New Part of Fortune houses:** To Classical astrologers, whole-house systems starting with the Part of Fortune’s sign add to the information given by Ascendant-based houses.

New Information

- **More interpretations:** A new solar return report—plus Charubel’s classic degree meanings (in addition to the existing Sabian Symbols and Ebertin medical degrees).
- **More chart data:** Over 200 new charts for politics, entertainment, royalty and more, additional Aussie charts, and a new file of 100 horse racing charts. All are timed, sourced, classified and Rodden-rated for data quality.
- **15 more asteroids** to add to wheels, tables and ephemerides (in addition to the over 1,000 already in Solar Fire).
- **Updated ACS Atlas** with recent countries and time changes.
New version! Solar Fire 9

Encyclopedically complete and exceptionally simple to use, Solar Fire 9 brings the whole vast realm of astrology easily within your reach.

State-of-the-Art Calculations

◆ 10,000 years of high-precision, to-the-second geo and helio calculations from the renowned Swiss Ephemeris.
◆ 50 standard points possible in the regular wheels and tables include 6 major asteroids, Chiron, 8 Uranian planets, mean/true Nodes, Part of Fortune (including different day and night formulas), Eris, Sedna, Transpluto, Vulcan, the Black Moon Lilith, White Moon Selena, Aries point, Vertex, Antivertex, CoAsc/Dsc, Polar Asc/Dsc and Equatorial Asc/Dsc.
◆ Extra points include all midpoints between standard points, plus 8 Jayne esoteric bodies, 290 fixed stars, over 1,000 asteroids, unlimited Arabic parts, prior lunations and eclipses, user-selected degrees, and more. You can add these to the main wheel, and to extra-points wheels and tables. Plus, you can add most of these to forecasting hitlists and to graphic and table-style ephemerides.

The Fullest Range of Astrological Tasks

◆ Predictive Astrology: Many variations of progressed, directed, converse, return, projected, ingressing, eclipse, lunar-phase and age-harmonic charts. Extraordinarily flexible and complete hitlists and transit/progression calendars. Highly customizable graphic ephemerides and linear forecasting graphs. Ephemeris tables for planets, angles, Fortune, asteroids, midpoints and other extra points. Transiting, progressed, solar return and firdar interpretations. Plus “animated” wheels, dials, tables and map lines that update transits, progressions and/or directions as you click your way through time.
◆ Relationship Astrology: Biwheels with optional inter-chart aspect lines and cusps for both people. Tri, quad and quinqui wheels and dials. Synastry aspectarians and comparative declination strips. Love and marriage interpretations. Composite charts for 2 to 15 people. Coalescent and Davison relationship charts. Transiting hits to a composite chart, or aspects from A’s progressed or directed points to B’s natal chart.
◆ Locational Astrology: Maps on which you can project astrolocality, paran, local space and eclipse-path lines. Plus Johndro and geodetic charts and instant chart relocation.
◆ Rectification: Life-event storage keeps all your rectification data handy. Rectification window instantly recalculates chart for new time, date, or coordinates. Animated wheels and dials let you click a chart chart forward or back by hours, minutes and seconds.

“Easy to use, fluid and can be custom fitted to suit your own individual requirements. . . . A pleasure to interact with! . . . More than enough applications to keep even the most experimental of you in a sustained state of bliss. There are so many features to play with and explore. . . . [Solar Fire is] something that all astrologers should have.”
—The Dublin Astrologer

“The easiest, most enjoyable to use, and most rock-solid astrology program on the market.” — software reviewer Hank Friedman

“From its huge feature list to its many extras, Solar Fire tops our list.” —TenBest.com, reviewing the ten best astrology programs
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Fantastic Aspect Facilities

Solar Fire’s Aspect Editor window lets you select from 26 predefined aspects, plus define unlimited aspects of your own.

Advanced options let you set different orbs for each pair of points, do unidirectional, sign-to-sign or “3-D” (off-the-ecliptic) aspects, and use Traditional moieties. You can create an unlimited number of aspect sets for different purposes.

You can see aspects as optional lines in the center of the chart; in square, triangular or synastry grids; in a list sorted with the closest aspects first, in and in aspect analysis printouts. Plus, Solar Fire can point out 28 types of multi-aspect patterns, from grand trines and t-squares to grand sextiles and quintiles, heles and rosettas.

Aspect Highlighting makes the pattern of lines clearer, enabling thicker lines for closer aspects, and dotted lines for aspects that are separating.

Aspect Filtering filters out all aspect lines and grid items that you’re not currently studying. (Here, only the aspects to Mercury are showing.)

Heavenly Predictive Features

Solar Fire’s extraordinary hitlists enable you to combine transits, progressions, directions, primaries, annual profections, ingressions, stations, eclipses, void-of-course Moon periods and more into one timeline, and sort them in many useful ways. You can even include things like asteroids, hypothetical planets, house cusps and midpoints. Alternatively, you can view most of these events in handy weekly or monthly calendar form.

You can also cast a huge variety of forecasting charts, and save them for future use. Plus, Solar Fire’s Life Events storage makes it easy to keep a record of past occurrences to help you judge the probability of future events.

Powerful Relocation Aids

With the full-featured Solar Maps module you get customizable maps that show all the geographical locations where a chart’s planets, principal asteroids and/or stars would be angular or in paran. Plus, you can see actual or geodetic zodiac lines, eclipse paths and local space maps and wheels. You also get point-and-click line interpretations as well as salable relocation reports.

“Time Map” bar graphs (top) show how transits, progressions, etc. overlap in time. Graphic Ephemerides show the speed and direction of planets. They vividly depict planetary stations and complexes or “knots” of aspects happening simultaneously. Solar Fire does geo and helio transiting, progressed and directed graphic ephemerides in a variety of moduli and coordinate systems, including declination.

Solar Fire’s Animated Chart may well become your favorite way to predict. Just click forward or back in time, and watch the changes in from 1 to 4 charts (natal, transiting, progressed and directed). You can do this with wheels, aspect grids, and even whole page layouts. On wheels, watch aspect lines thicken as an aspect approaches exact, and become dotted as it separates.
Traditional and Horary

Solar Fire also enables you to explore Hellenistic, medieval and Renaissance techniques. It includes traditional planet sets and rulerships; whole-sign, Alcabitius and other traditionally appropriate house systems; and sign-to-sign aspects and moieties. It tabulates dispositors, antiscia, Arabic lunar mansions, mutual receptions, essential dignities, almutens, hylegs, planetary sect, planetary days/hours, and horary considerations. Plus, its Chart and Electional Searches will find virtually any of these factors in your saved charts or any time period. For prediction, you can use zodiacal releasing, firdaria, annual profections, term directions, and primary directions.

Solar Fire also has remarkable Rulership, Arabic Parts, and Dignity/Almuten Editors that enable you to create more Parts and specify the way these old techniques are done.

Eclipses

Solar Fire’s Eclipse Search lets you search any timespan between 2000 BCE and 3000 CE for solar and/or lunar eclipses in a given Saros series, eclipses that aspect a specified zodiacal position, or eclipses that aspect a given chart. For the eclipses found, you can instantly view a chart wheel for the moment of maximum eclipse. You can also view, print and copy a detailed eclipse list sorted by date, type, degree, Saros number, magnitude, duration or other factors. Plus, you can incorporate eclipses into the regular dynamic hitlists. Chart pages can show prenatal eclipses, and you can also include these as sensitive points in wheels and dials.

Declination Studies

Besides showing parallels and contraparallels in the full aspect grid, Solar Fire make parallels and out-of-bounds planets easy to spot by showing declinations in sorted tables and graphic declination strips. For forecasting, dynamic hitlists and graphs show transits, progressions and directions in declination. Plus, you can print ephemerides showing declinations as they change over time. And for advanced declination analysis, Solar Fire calculates longitude equivalent charts and tables.

Covers All Manner of Astrological Schools, Styles and Topics

Esoteric and Prenatal

Designed by esoteric astrologers, Solar Fire features Vulcan, the heliocentric position of the Earth, and Charles Jayne’s esoteric planets, plus both esoteric and hierarchal rulerships and esoteric aspects and colors. It also includes tables, graphs and interpretations of the Seven Rays. Plus, with its 18 types of prenatal epoch charts, Solar Fire provides the most complete array of prenatal charts anywhere.

Cosmobiology and Uranian

Solar Fire includes Uranian planets and the Aires point, and single, bi, tri and quad 90°, 360° and other dials, with a pointer that reveals midpoints and aspects.

It also has midpoint trees; midpoint lists sorted by planet, modulus or mode; and Munkasey Midpoint Weighting Analysis. Plus, you can use the Arabic Parts Editor to create 3-point planetary pictures, and then add these as sensitive points to wheels, dials and predictive hitlists.

Fixed Stars

Solar Fire provides the position, magnitude, spectral class and other info on 290 stars. Its extraordinary Fixed Star Editor lets you add more stars, sort them, print star lists, and find exact star positions in eras remote from our own. You can put stars into chart wheels, listings and astro-maps, list planet-star aspects and parans, and print ephemerides showing data of eons. (Adding the Galastro database, you can even put black holes, quasars, etc. into the Planetarium and your charts. See page 7.)

The Astrolabe Catalog

Eclipse-path maps show where solar eclipses will be partial, and where they will be total. They include eclipses from 1801 to 2200, with the Saros series and other information.

Declination Graphs can be transiting, progressed, and now also directed (à la Charles Jayne).

The Solar Fire Planetarium shows the true relation of natal planets to the fixed stars. Clicking on or near a major star brings up information on the star, including a carefully thought-out modern interpretation.
Full of Pleasing Screens and Printouts

Choose from dozens of stunning wheel and dial designs...

American, Euro, decorative, and color-wash wheels and dials that hold from 1 to 5 charts—
with optional aspect lines, equal or proportional houses, and your own scheme of color-coding.

And more than 100 information-packed page layouts...

Besides the basics, you’ll find page designs specifically for beginners, synastry, classical, horary, Cosmobiology, declination, esoteric, Huber, Vedic, Chinese, fixed-star, asteroid and other uses.
Plus more than 180 special presentation pages with colorful artist-designed backgrounds!

Or use Solar Fire’s ingenious Wheel and Page Designer windows to include exactly the information you need.

Arrange wheels, aspectarians, tables, graphics and captions on the page. Clever “Flexible list” tables let you select the info that you want to include about each point, and to sort the rows and columns in the order you prefer. Plus, you can always pick your own sizes, colors, line styles and points to display.

Easy to Learn

Specially designed for ease of use, Solar Fire puts virtually all its functions into simple, straightforward menus. To learn what the program can do, simply click on each menu item.

As software designer Paul O. Hewitt observed, “You always know where you are in the program. . . . Once you’ve learned how to change one thing, you will notice that [Solar Fire’s author] has used the same approach almost everywhere. . . . You don’t need to reach for the manual to understand what is going on.”

If you’re the type who likes to consult a manual, it exists as a 520-page pdf file. Even more convenient: for help with the screen you’re currently using, just hit the F1 key.

A Goldmine of Astrological Data

Encyclopedic in scope, Solar Fire brims with essential astronomical information. For example, you’ll find:

• Built-in 250,000-place ACS Atlas automatically finds long/lat and time standard.
• 5,000 years of detailed eclipse data, plus 400 years of eclipse-path maps.
• Custom ephemeris pages for any timespan, showing longitudes, latitudes, declinations, etc. of virtually any regular or extra point—including the transiting midpoints, angles, and Part of Fortune.
• Over 3,000 timed celebrity charts—with source ratings and comments. Most are handily categorized in files for the Arts, Business, Entertainment, Sports, Politics and other fields.
• Complete data on 290 fixed stars, with Bernadette Brady’s carefully thought out modern interpretations of 50 major stars.
• 3 sets of degree meanings: Charubel, Sabian symbols and Ebertin medical degrees.
• 12 sets of interpretations include on-screen and printable natal, synastry, transiting, progressed, astro-mapping and finder delineations.
• A built-in astrology encyclopedia.

Order toll-free: 1 800-843-6682

Stephanie Johnson’s interpretations “are stimulating enough to get one’s own intuition going while being rich enough to provide good printout for a client. Also. . . . the program lets you use your own.” — Brian Lee
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**Advanced Techniques**

As you progress, Solar Fire gives you an extraordinary selection of advanced and experimental techniques to explore. Among the things that you can do:

- **Return charts of any planet** or asteroid to its natal or any specified position.
- **Diurnals**: Easily calculate a whole string of these daily forecasting charts in the Animated Chart view.
- **Harmonic and arc-transform charts**: in any harmonic, including non-integer. Also, Age and Age + 1 Year harmonic charts for studying life events.
- **Astrodyne tables**.
- **Life periods and time lords**: Tables of dasas, firinda and zodiacal releasings.

Plus, Solar Fire 9 provides heliocentric, sidereal (any ayanamsa) and draconic-zodiac calculations, geo and helio planetary nodes, planetary distances from Earth, geocentric latitude, parallax-corrected Moon, Pessin lunar phase families, and prenataal lunations and eclipses. Also numerous alternative progression and direction methods, including traditional and Van Dam primaries, converse progressions and directions, ascendant-arc directions and directions in declination and latitude.

**Vedic & Chinese**

- All you need to get started in Vedic: North and south Indian charts, any ayanamsa, Rasi and Bhava houses, nakshatra and dasa/bhukti tables, and 20 types of divisional chart. Instant tropical/sidereal switching makes it easy to compare the Western and Vedic charts.
- **Basic Chinese astrology tables** show Chinese lunar mansions, plus the birth year’s polarity, element and animal. Connects to the Imperial Astrologer (see page 12) for more in-depth Chinese charting.

**Thoughtful Touches**

To speed your work and make it truly easy and pleasant, Solar Fire enables you to:

- **Input data with a minimum of keystrokes**.
- **Automate complex tasks** with the Astronomer’s Assistant task recorder.
- **Re-use charts** from earlier Solar Fire versions, Solar Maps, JigSaw, Nova Chartwheels, Astrolabe Reports, Matrix programs and any program that can output chart data as plain text files. Plus, you can open standard Nova-format charts in Solar Fire (and vice versa) instantly without conversion.
- **Easily email charts** as graphics or text.
- **Copy chart wheels, pages and listings** into word-processing and other programs.
- **Customize the Main Screen and toolbars**.
- **Store a Rodden Data Source Rating** with each chart—in addition to storing chart comments and life events.
- **Keep track of consultations and client details** with the Appointments Manager.
- **Let Solar Fire remind you of birthdays**.
- **Auto-import your charts and settings from previous Solar Fire versions**.

**Solar Fire 9 requires:**

Windows Vista thru 8.1 on a PC or Mac. (Mac requires Windows and an emulation program such as Bootcamp or Parallels.) Windows 8.1 or Pro (not RT) on a tablet.

**Processor**: Pentium or better.

**Video**: min., SVGA 800x600; rec., XGA 1024x768 or better; at least 10-inch screen on netbooks.

**Hard disk space**: about 200MB.

**Internet access**: recomm. for online program updates and chart emailing.

**RAM** depends on Windows version:

- **Win Vista** (32 or 64-bit): minimum 512MB, 1GB or more recommended.
- **Win 7 & 8**: minimum 1GB, 2GB or more recommended.

Yes! You can run Solar Fire on a Mac. Details at http://alabe.com/support

**Get Solar Fire as a download** (no shipping charge) or on a CD ($10 shipping within the U.S.)

- **Solar Fire 9**, $360
- **Upgrade from v. 8**, $99
- **Upgrade from v. 7 & 7.3**, $129
- **Upgrade from v. 5 & 6**, $159
- **Upgrade from v. 2, 3, 4 and Solar Maps**, $225
- **Upgrade from v. 1 and DOS version of Nova**, $325

Besides very complete on-screen help, you get the entire 520-page Solar Fire 9 user guide and the 174-page Solar Maps user guide as viewable, printable pdf files.

**Black Hole/Quasar Add-On**

Thanks to Phil Sedgwick’s research, you can now use Solar Fire 9 to see how more than 1,100 black holes, pulsars, quasars, x-ray sources and other deep-space objects relate to the chart. Just as you can with Solar Fire’s fixed stars, you can list the aspects and parans that these mysterious objects make to natal points. You can also plot them along with stars in Solar Fire’s Planetarium. Plus, you can place their positions next to the chart in tables or even around the chart wheel itself. Includes Sedgwick’s thoughts on what these exotic objects of such objects might mean.

- **Galastro Deep-Space Objects**, $75

**Extra Asteroids Add-On**

Adds over 10,000 Swiss-Ephemeris-accurate asteroids to the thousand you already have in Solar Fire 9. Use them just like the others in wheels, tables and ephemerides. The asteroids are conveniently filled by topic, but you can also create your own asteroid sets.

Needs Solar Fire Gold (v6) through 9 and about 510MB of disk space for a full installation. You can also install just the asteroids that interest you. Available by CD or download.

- **Asteroid Add-On**, $70
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NOVACHARTWHEELS
A Special Kind of Calculation Program for In-Depth Student and Professional Use

Built to complement Solar Fire, the new Nova Chartwheels doesn’t have every astrological technique that you can think of. Instead, it is an in-depth implementation of the tools a professional uses every day.

Most particularly, it goes into dial work with unprecedented depth. This gives a working astrologer exceptionally powerful precision tools for natal analysis, forecasting, relationship work, elections and rectification.

This new program builds its extensive, high-precision calculations upon Robert Hand’s venerable Nova and Chartwheels programs released in the 1980s. However current Astrolabe President Gary Christen and Programming Director Raymond White have rethought and updated and added to these earlier programs in the light of two additional decades of work and the vastly greater pictorial possibilities of the Windows operating system.

A Revolutionary Approach
The result is a program unlike any other. In standard astrological software, you first cast the charts and hitlists and then look at the results. In contrast, Nova Chartwheels encourages you to work directly from the screen, accessing just the information you need, right at the moment you need it. With its powerful Working Data box and its ability to accumulate on the screen all the wheels, dials and listings that you need for a reading, Nova Chartwheels becomes a seamless extension of your brain.

Although you can, at any time, print anything that interests you, we hope that you won’t have to do that. We sincerely hope that you will do all your work on the screen in front of you and never have to use your printer again.

Working directly from the screen cuts down on desk clutter. It also saves waiting for printouts. Most important, it gives you the power to instantly follow up a new train of thought, and immediately address whatever questions your clients bring up during a reading.

A Symmetry User’s Dream
While Nova Chartwheels can accommodate various methods of working, it is centered around Symmetrical astrology techniques. It was designed by long-time Uranian professional Gary Christen to be his dream program. Accordingly, it does all kinds of dial work and the techniques of the Hamburg School with particular completeness and convenience. It is also an exceptionally fast and fluid working medium for Cosmobiologists.

“Electronic secretary” manages your client practice, keeping all related charts together. It tracks your billable hours, and stores notes, appointments and client contact info. Plus, the monthly calendar can include transits to any natal chart. You can even make MP3 sound and sight recordings of your readings to send to your clients by email or burn onto a CD.

Interpretation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Keywords for planets, midpoints and planetary pictures are easily accessible to start your interpretations flowing.

Free-form design fits the way you work. Just clone a chart to create different windows showing it simultaneously as a regular wheel, 360° dial, 90° dial, aspect grid, etc. Arrange different charts and chart views on the screen in the way that feels natural to you. Each wheel or table is in its own window, so that you can lay out charts on the screen much as you would the papers on your desk (except that they stay more organized on the screen!). To bring a different wheel, listing, etc. to the top, just click on the appropriate wheel window, tab or control button.
The unique Aspect Inspector window revolutionizes predictive work. Select any pair of points, and it shows the aspect (if any), the exact arc opening, and any other pairs of points that have the same opening. Plus, within the timespan you specify, it shows all transiting and progressed aspects between those points, the dates when solar arcs will connect the two points, and the times when the two points will repeat their natal arc opening by transit. You can click on any of these items to see a full chart for the event.

The Working Data box is like a master control panel, enabling you to instantly access a huge variety of information on the chart whenever the need arises. Just change the Working Date (top left), and the transits, progressions and solar arcs in all open charts and listings will automatically update to that instant.

Create files of your favorite sensitive points for particular issues, and keep them ready on the “Faves” tab to add to any chart.

Computer Requirements
Recommended: Win XP, Vista, Win 7 or 8; 256mb RAM (1Gb for 32- or 64-bit Vista, 7 or 8), 1200 MHz Pentium, Centron, Athlon, Duron or Sempron chip; 1024x768 display (1280x1024 and 17-inch screen rec.for desktops); CD ROM drive; CD or DVD burner; microphone; and an internet connection for emailing readings and accessing program updates and forums. For more compatibility info, visit Alabe.com/Compatibility.html.

Solar Fire or Nova Chartwheels?
Many Astrologers Will Want Both. Solar Fire has many features that are not in Nova Chartwheels. However, with its fast, direct way of working and its extensive management facility, Nova Chartwheels is a powerful productivity tool for busy professionals. It is also the ultimate tool for astrologers who want to get precise, concrete results through the special power of midpoints, planetary pictures and other types of astrological symmetry. Available by download or on a CD.

- Nova Chartwheels (Pre-release version w. built-in ACS Atlas), $220
- Upgrade from the DOS programs Nova, Chartwheels, Printwheels, CCRS or AstroAnalyst, $119

The Pre-Release Version
As of 3/1/15, Nova Chartwheels version 0.985 has been extensively beta-tested and provided with a quickstart manual and preliminary audio-visual instructions. Buying it entitles you to all version 0 and 1 upgrades as they become available; to free personalized technical support on installation questions; and to other tech support via the Nova Chartwheels online forum.
Puts the pieces together when you’re dealing with any group of charts.

Three programs for the price of one, JigSaw 2.2 is the complete tool for:

**Rectification:** Deduces birthtimes from the charts of life events

**Research:** Tabulates and graphs specified factors in research and control groups

**Family Patterns:** Reveals the hidden links between the charts in any group

**New in Version 2.2:**

- A built-in 5.5-hour, 18-lesson multimedia tutorial by JigSaw’s brilliant co-designer Bernadette Brady enables you to use the awesome power of this program to the max. She explains not only how to use JigSaw’s many features, but also the theories behind them.

- To make entering chart data easier than ever, JigSaw 2.2 has added a built-in ACS Atlas to supply longitudes, latitudes and time changes.

- JigSaw 2.2 is compatible with Solar Fire’s newer “.SFcht” chart-file format. Now you can export rectification events from JigSaw into Solar Fire’s life-event lists.

- Plus, you can now copy rectification events and research results into word-processing documents and emails. Helps you communicate with clients and fellow researchers.

- Chart calculations cover a 10,800-year timespan and have new Swiss-Ephemeris accuracy.

- Besides being compatible with Windows 95 and higher, JigSaw 2.2 is fully compatible with Vista (32 and 64-bit) and Windows 7 and 8.

“Fast proving itself to be an essential part of the rectifier’s toolkit.”
– Considerations, Vol. 10, No. 3.

“One of the most enjoyable astrological programs I have ever used.”
– Kenneth Negus, PhD

“The more I have used it, the more application I think of for it.”
– Graham Bates, AA Journal
Rectification

can optionally be automated, to speed the work of professionals and enable beginners to deal with unknown birthtimes. You just enter the natal chart details, giving a range of possible times, and then input at least ten life events. Instantly JigSaw comes up with a list of suggested birthtimes ranked in order of the scores that they receive when tested against transits, progressions and directions.

JigSaw also gives you full control to rectify manually. To help you select the most likely birthtime from the list of proposed times, it lets you recheck the life history against the suggested charts, letting you judge transits to the possible chart angles according to the type of event. As an aid to doing this, you can watch the transiting, progressed and solar-arc planets move around a chart wheel as you either click on each life event individually or move steadily through time.

Besides rectifying with transits, progressions (secondary and tertiary), and solar arc directions, you can use helio positions along with the usual geocentric.

Even when you know the birthtime, JigSaw’s rectification module is useful for tracking how a chart has responded to transits in the past. This enables you to tweak a known birth time to improve the accuracy of forecasts. Plus—since it intelligently accepts input of events even when you don’t know the exact time or date—JigSaw is the perfect place to keep a record of all your life events.

Family Patterns

featuring a first in the astrology world—a Group Astro Dynamics report, written by the renowned astrologer Bernadette Brady. It’s amazing what this can tell you about your family, company, organization or circle of friends. Just input three or more charts, and specify the type of group (family, social, peer, competitive or decision-making). Out comes a report of up to 10 pages, giving you:

- The group’s house and sign emphasis
- The prominent harmonic and midpoint patterns, complete with an analysis of any vacant points
- Brady’s insightful interpretations revealing the patterns of the group, including what each individual contributes to the group dynamic.

JigSaw comes with different sets of interpretations specifically for each type of group.

The Family Patterns section also enables you to manually search for patterns within groups of charts. In the Display mode, you can view charts side by side in linear rather than circular form. This immediately lets you see what degrees are shared by the charts in any harmonic. Once you have determined the pattern, you can click on the Delineate button and produce your own profile report with interpretations.

JigSaw’s Family Patterns module provides a fascinating way to study any human group. It can also reveal the common patterns in stock market movements, earthquakes, weather events and other groups of related charts.

Research

becomes much easier—and actually fun—when you do it with JigSaw. To create a research group, you can enter birth data directly into this program. For convenience, JigSaw 2.1 now includes the complete ACS PC Atlas, which automatically looks up the longitude, latitude and time changes for you.

Alternatively, you can import charts from Solar Fire, Blue*Star, QuickCharts, Astrolabe Reports, Nova Chartwheels, or any other program in the Nova System. You can also use charts from the chart collections sold by Astrolabe (see page 13) or collections like the AstroDataBank. Plus, you can import chart data that is in plain text format.

For all the charts in a large database, you can easily change the zodiac (tropical or any sidereal), house system (nine, plus equal from any point), node (mean or true) or coordinate system (geo or helio).

Most important, JigSaw makes it easy to generate matched or random control groups. You can also easily separate specific charts (like all with Mars in Aries, etc.) into separate data files for further study.

The data files that you create can be of unlimited length. To each record, you can add unlimited numeric or textual data fields, and then you can use JigSaw’s Boolean logic to select or filter the records in the file.

JigSaw’s powerful Criteria Search offers an almost endless list of conditions you can search for. Just some of the possibilities include planets in signs, houses, decanates, essential dignities, declinations and azimuths.

Select any combination of criteria, and you’ll quickly get a graphic display of the results. Both bar and polar graphs let you see in a flash whether the effect is worth pursuing, and tables give you the exact figures. To get an instant chi-square evaluation, you can simply click on any part of a table or graph.

JigSaw enables you to keep a file of notes on each of your projects. You can also make high-resolution printouts of all the charts, tables, graphs and diagrams, either for a personal record or for articles and research papers. Plus, in the new 2.2 version, you can easily share your research results in emails and word processing documents.

To get you started, JigSaw includes a wealth of free databases:
- Life events for Buzz Aldrin, Cyril Fagan and Richard Nixon
- 34 timed astronaut charts
- 43 timed British royal family charts
- 13 timed natal and event charts for the Kennedy family
- 41 timed charts of U.S. presidents
- 21 dated charts of Australian prime ministers
- 55 dated charts of popes
- 399 dated charts of stage and screen stars
- 629 dated charts of published Australian poets
- 500 worst storms, 1600–1990 CE
- 1,600 dated charts of popular musicians
- 1,900 rainfall records
- 130+ prominent Australians, categorized by profession

Order online at HTTP://ALABE.COM
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The Imperial Astrologer

Your Gateway to Chinese Astrology

The Imperial Astrologer takes Chinese astrology calculations far beyond the 12 animal signs. It also includes a 78-page tutorial that gets you started understanding and interpreting the calculations. The tables it generates include keywords, and there is a gracefully written 2-page natal interpretation by Malvin Arley that makes an attractive gift or item that you can sell.

You start by entering birth data (with the help of a full built-in ACS Atlas) or using a chart already cast in Solar Fire. The Imperial Astrologer then computes your place in several Chinese methods of timekeeping, including the solar and lunar month and year, the day of the lunar month, and the Chinese double hours and minutes.

Then you can screen-view or print out both natal and predictive tables, diagrams and lists. Your choices are:

- A Four Pillars diagram, listing and interpretive report. Based on the natal chart, this deals with the Year Pillar (animal sign and element, signifying one's ancestors and social group), Month Pillar (birth family), Day Pillar (self and partner), Hour Pillar (children, friends, creativity) and Minute Pillar (legacy to the future). The listing includes the relationships among the pillars and elements, the constellation of the day, Japanese and Chinese versions of the 9-Star Ki, and the tetagram for the birth.

- A Tzu Wei natal chart and 6-page tabulation with brief delineations on specific areas of life. These include service, travel, health, finance, children, marriage, peers and siblings, destiny, parents, karma, property and vocation.

- A Chinese Calendar listing for the year following the chart date. Includes the dates and times of that year's lunar months and also of its solar points (Chinese-named subdivisions of the tropical zodiac seasons).

- A Lifetime Fate map and listing of the elements and character of each decade of life.

- An Event Fate Cycle graph and listings of the current year's progressed minute, hour, day, month and year pillars. Shows their symbolism, subperiods that they cover, and their chances for strength, productivity, creativity, learning and balance.

With The Imperial Astrologer doing the complex calculations and providing lots of keyword and tutorial help, you'll be well on the way to practicing Chinese astrology. You'll also have the fun of generating a Chinese mini-report for your friends, family and customers.

Requires: PC or Windows-enabled Mac with Windows 95, 98, ME, NT4 (with SP6), 2000, XP, Vista or Windows 7 or 8 with at least 32Mb RAM, 50 Mb free disk space, a 640x480 screen and a Pentium or better processor. Internet connection needed for program updates. More details at alabe.com/impastro.html. Available on a CD or by download.

- Imperial Astrologer, $130 for Solar Fire users, $89
Early Astrology by Rumen Kolev

The Ultimate Tool for Ancient and In Mundo Astrology

Recently released, the new Placidus 7 combines the primary directions and Hellenistic/Arabic/Medieval techniques of Dr Kolev’s earlier programs with a whole new and very complete module for Mesopotamian astrology.

Comparative Primary Directions. Calculating virtually all types of primaries, you can see which yields the best event timing. Comparative tables show hit dates produced by 8 different time-arc conversion keys, including Ptolemy, Cardan, Naibod, Placidus, Kepler, Kuendig, Van Dam, Sun’s travel on birthdate, and user-defined. Direction types include Placidian, Regio and Topocentric, zodiacal or in mundo, direct or reverse. Promissors and significators include 170 fixed stars. Additional goodies include speculums—Placidus (classic or under the pole), Regio, Campanus and Topocentric, plus one for Alcabitius house cusps—and a 360-division Gauquelin wheel (a.k.a. Placidus mundoscope) that clearly shows in mundo aspects and parns. Plus, an impressive celestial sphere shows in mundo relationships in the chart and how they change when points are directed. Selecting from its more than 100 menu choices, you can also use it to explore fixed stars, great circles, coordinate systems and houses.

Comparative Hellenistic, Arabic and Medieval Techniques. Special glyphs and color-coding show the traditional cosmic state of each point in a natal or animated chart wheel. Menus let you choose points, calculation methods (like different ways of calculating the Almumen) and make comparisons (like showing the hyleg, alecioden and almumen according to 10 different sources).

Mesopotamian. In this brand-new module a new “3D” chart wheel shows the ecliptic, horizon and meridian, zenith and nadir, and the 3 Babylonian celestial paths—all against a background of fixed stars. Plus, you can see the quality of each ecliptic degree (lucid, shadowy, dark, or empty), equinoxes and solstices, dodekatetmoia and okotopos “houses.” In addition to the usual tropical Ptolemaic zodiac, the ecliptic ring can show 2 types of Babylonian zodiac.

New deeper coverage of stellar and planetary heliacal phases includes the ability to plot them as sensitive points on a chart (including showing successive heliacal Venus phases as a pentagram). To better pinpoint when a heliacally rising body is actually first visible, an “atmospheric extinction” factor, based on over 230 first-hand observations, is added to the geometrical calculations. There’s also a handy chronological listing of heliacal and other celestial events. Windows 98 through 8 (32- and 64-bit).

- Placidus 7 (Primary Directions + Hellenistic/Arabic/Medieval + Mesopotamian), $480
- You can also get subsets of Placidus 7, containing only the modules you need:
  - Placidus 6 (Primary Directions + Hellenistic/Arabic/Medieval), $360
  - Placidus 5 (Primary Directions), $290
  - Porphyryus Magnus 2 (Hellenistic/Arabic/Medieval + Mesopotamian), $250
  - Porphyryus Magnus 1 (Hellenistic/Arabic/Medieval), $160

Dr Kolev’s Earlier Mesopotamian Program

Babylonia features static and animated “3D” views of planets and stars, plus tables and diagrams showing planetary diurnal and heliacal cycles in any epoch. It converts dates to and from the Babylonian/Jewish calendar, and includes the Rochberg collection of Babylonian horoscopes. Windows 98 thru 8 (32- and 64-bit).

- Babylonia 1.5 (Babylonian Astrology), $120

For further details about Rumen Kolev’s programs, including features and complete upgrade prices, visit http://Alabe.com/Placidus.html.

Chart Collections

These carefully sourced charts are usable with Solar Fire, Nova Chartwheels, Solar Maps, Jigsaw, Imperial Astrologer and Astrolabe Reports.

Modern Celebrities

More than 600 20th-century achievers and newsmakers, all with timed charts taken straight from birth certificates by Janice Mackey and Jessica Saunders. Includes many life-event dates.

- Contemporary Data Collection, $50

Great Figures in History

Includes over 500 historical figures, from the emperor Augustus to the first test-tube baby. Compiler Arthur Blackwell has put in years of painstaking research, not only into biographies, but also into the timekeeping conventions of other times and places. He includes some life events.

- Historical Data Collection, $50

National Horoscopes

Nick Campion offers the charts from his celebrated Book of World Horoscopes handily pre-cast for you with brief comments. This famous collection of more than 400 charts of nations and historical events is based on decades of painstaking research.

- Book of World Horoscopes, $85

U.S. Sports Players and Teams

Courtney Conrad has compiled three collections of timed and untimed charts from major areas of American sports from the 1990s and earlier. She includes sources and brief biographies.

The Basketball database includes hundreds of charts of basketball teams, players, staff and events.

The Football database includes more than 1,500 charts of U.S. football teams, players, staff and important events.

The General Athletics database includes more than 200 charts for figures in baseball, basketball, football, skating, golf, tennis, Olympics and NASCAR racing.

- U.S. Athletic Collection, $50
Accessory Programs

Get the Definitive Database for Astro-Trading
Unsurpassed for accuracy, number of entries and decades covered, Michael Munkasey’s 15,600-entry company database is the master source for anyone who astro-trades the stock market. On one 103Mb CD you get incorporation and first trade dates (and often carefully researched actual times) for over 5,000 publicly traded common stocks listed on U.S. exchanges, plus additional entries for ETFs, mutual funds, OTC companies, selected foreign stocks, and more. Besides the data for casting the company charts, you get the ticker symbol, official name, stock exchange, and industry sector, plus notes on the nature of the business and past changes in the company’s listings. The data is in Excel spreadsheet format, so you can easily search for particular items and sort the entries as you wish. There’s also a wealth of supporting information, including stock market history and a 166-page financial glossary. Please specify Windows or Mac.

- The Munkasey Company Database, $365 postpaid in U.S.

Create Wondrous Mandalas from Any Planetary Pair
Just select a pair of planets, a planet to view them from, a start date, an interval, the number of steps, and a color scheme. The Astral Mandalas program then draws lines between the two planets at regular time intervals, or plots the two orbits in relation to each other. The result? Patterns of spectacular mathematical beauty! Many patterns suggest the qualities of the planets involved.

For inspiration, you can also view pre-done mandalas in slideshow or random mode. Besides enjoying mandalas on the screen, you can print and save them. Except for the Moon, all the regular planets are included, plus the 8 Uranian planets, Ceres, Pallas, Juno, Vesta, Chiron and Eris. Windows XP through 8, with 262 mb disk space.

- Astral Mandalas, $19.95

Live in Sync with the Moon
This handy little program helps you live in tune with the Moon by supplying all manner of useful information on its cycles. In colorful strips that you can mix and match, you’ll be able to see the Moon’s current phase and position (tropical or sidereal) - next new/full Moon and upcoming eclipse - void of course times - Arabic lunar mansion and Vedic nakshatra - conjunctions to the Nodes and the points square the Nodes (traditionally known as the “bendings”) - apogee and perigee - and phase angle with the Sun.

For you personally it also gives dates/times of your lunar returns and lunar phase returns (fertility chart—same Sun-Moon angle as at birth).

Plus, gardeners will find the best times to plant, weed and eradicate pests, and those living near the sea will find the days of spring and neap tides.

Windows 2000, ME, XP, Vista or Windows 7 or 8.

- AstroTides, $65

Use a Complete Astro Font
This medium-weight TrueType and Type 1 font has all the regular and Uranian planets, major asteroids, signs and aspect symbols easily accessible on the keyboard. Plus, using the Alt key gives access to alternative planet and sign symbols, Moon phases, subscripts, stars from three to many points, and more. Proportionally spaced and with serifs, this font looks especially good in text.

- Astrolabe Font 1, $50
Helpful DVDs and CDs

Getting the Most from Solar Fire, with Madalyn Hillis-Dineen

In easy-to-follow graded lessons, Madalyn takes you step by step from the beginning essentials of using Solar Fire all the way up to becoming a power user.

DVD 1: The Basics ($75, 1 hr 55 min) shows how to initially set preferences, create and edit files, cast charts of all types, and view Solar Fire’s wealth of informational listings. It also answers many questions users most often ask.

DVD 2: Browsing through Time and Customizing Solar Fire ($75, 1 hr 45 min) shows how to use Solar Fire’s dynamic forecasting features, including its animated chart, its lists of transiting, progressed and directed hits, and its graphic ephemeris, ephemeris generator, and eclipse and electoral searches. It also shows how to customize Solar Fire: how to create wheels and pages that perfectly suit your needs, how to add your own insights to the interpretations, and how to use the “Astrologer’s Assistant” feature to automate complex tasks.

DVD 3: What’s New ($50, 1 hr 5 min) takes you on a guided tour of more recent Solar Fire features, including its customizable transit calendars, decorative page designs, and searches through the ephemeris or your chart files for virtually any combination of astrological factors that you specify. The DVDs are available either individually or as a set.

- Getting the Most from Solar Fire, 3-DVD set, $165

Secrets of a Locality Astrologer, with Madalyn Hillis-Dineen

Madalyn, a certified Astro*Carto*Graphy interpreter and well-known lecturer on locational astrology, uses the complete version of the Solar Maps program (now built into Solar Fire 9) to demonstrate in-depth how to factor a person’s location into an astrological reading.

She shows the use of planet and midpoint Astro*Carto*Graphy and other lines in natal and relationship readings, and how to forecast using transiting, progressed and directed lines.

She also gives extensive meanings for the lines, including lines for the eight hypothetical planets of the Uranian system.

As a bonus, she demonstrates how to use the locality-specific para clock in Nova Chartwheels as a daily personal event timer.

Throughout, Madalyn illustrates her points with fascinating case histories drawn from the charts of famous people.

- Secrets of a Locality Astrologer DVD, $75

Guided Meditations by Joyce Levine

In her 30 years of astrological counseling, Joyce has created meditation audios to help clients work through issues in their birth charts and make the most of transits. Each of her CDs first engages your right brain with clear explanations. Then she takes you to a deeper level, enlisting your subconscious to make changes in your life.

To Flow with Your Transits

Jupiter: Set new goals, expand your life, create abundance and attract the very best that life can offer! $12.95

Saturn: Receive Saturn’s gifts of wisdom and good karma by learning what you are and aren’t responsible for, and how to gracefully handle your responsibilities. $12.95

Uranus: Out of disruption and upheaval you can find the freedom to be yourself. Find your personal definition of freedom, identify the changes you must make, and locate your best opportunities for breakthroughs. $12.95

Neptune: Replace Neptune’s fog, illusion and escapism with an enlarged capacity for spirituality, creativity and love. $12.95

Pluto: Ride the wave of Pluto’s transforming energies to probe your deep subconscious motives and release fear and anger. Learn to develop faith in the universe, unlock your latent power, and heal your deepest problems. $12.95

To Live a More Fulfilling Life

Healing Anger and Resentment: Helps you throw off the memory of injuries and the burden of resentment so you can move on to the positive future that you deserve. $12.95

Chakra Meditation: Relax and de-stress. Learn about your chakras, and become skilled at activating their energies in your life. Includes special healing music. $12.95

Contacting Your Guardian Angel: Hear examples of how angels have helped humans, and be guided to the special place where you can contact your very own personal angelic guardian. $12.95

Creative Visualization: Relax your body and open your chakras. Become your own expert at designing the powerful affirmations and precise imagery that enable you to create the life you desire. $12.95
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The cornerstone of a great report collection: the classic natal reading

Over the years, Professional Natal Report has helped thousands to use the strengths of each of their planets, to be aware of the excesses, and to rejoice in their own individuality. This report is noted for its solid astrology, helpful advice, and an exemplary thoroughness that includes delineations even for minor aspects like the quincunx and semisquare, for empty houses, and for less- as well as more-than-average emphasis in elements and modes.

Version 2's expanded 150,000-word text database includes revised interpretations, new introductions, and a complete set of Chiron delineations by Ronnie Gale Dreyer. Reports average about 30 pages. As a bonus, you can add an attractive illustrated 12-page "astrology in a nutshell" supplement to the printouts.

As with all Astrolabe reports, you can create and store different report versions for different uses. You can omit sections, change the type and formatting, select the style of the graphic, page or omit the wheel entirely, insert your own ad page, and choose your own aspects and house system (there are 40!). This program also allows you to rewrite the text and adjust the weight given to each planet in tallying the elements and modes.

The remarkable flexibility, completeness and good, solid astrology in this natal report makes it an ideal foundation program for all the reports that you do.

- Professional Natal Report v.2 for Windows, $295
- Upgrade from v.1 for Windows, $50
- Upgrade from DOS or Mac PNR or Advanced Natal Report, $150

Professional Natal Report includes:
- Natal wheel, position and aspect lists
- Hemisphere, element, mode and sign emphasis
- Major Challenges (hard aspects)
- Sustaining Strengths (soft aspects)
- Rounding Out the Picture (minor aspects)
- Houses: Bringing the Planets Down to Earth (signs on and in houses, emphasis or lack in houses, planets in sign and house)

Transits, progressions and solar arcs, all in one insightful, multi-purpose forecast package

With its 5 major text databases totaling over 800 pages of interpretations, the Professional Forecaster is several report programs in one—an encyclopedic predictive program that includes not only transits, progressions and solar arc directions to the natal chart, but also progressed-to-progressed and transit-to-transit aspects and ingresses.

In any given report you can mix forecasting techniques and the selection of planets and aspects in virtually any combination. With the pre-made report formats that are included, you can start out right away doing weekly, monthly and yearly forecast reports, with appropriate options selected for you. You can also do solar arc reports and mundane (world events) forecasts. If you wish, you can modify the existing report formats or create additional ones, adding them to the program's menus and button bars for instant recall.

You can of course control fonts, margins, and the selection of planets just as you can with the other Astrolabe reports. You can also choose whether to print natal and progressed wheels and a handy summary list of the transiting and progressed events. You can even include a yearly bar graph of transits, progressions, directions and ingresses that makes it easy to see how these overlap in time.

Bruce Scofield's mammoth 500,000-word text database reflects his many years of experience with clients. He includes interpretations not only for transiting, progressed and directed aspects, but also for sign and house ingresses, direct retrograde stations, and the void-of-course Moon in the signs. If you wish, you can add your own touches to his text, or rewrite as much of the text as you wish.

With its huge text database and many options, the Professional Forecaster enables you to create a wide variety of predictive reports for sale, for professional use, and to track your own life and the lives of people you care about.

- Professional Forecaster, $250
- Upgrade from Daily and/or Progressed Astro-Report, $125
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Combines synastry and composite charting in one complete love and marriage report

Now you can look at a relationship from all angles, combining the best of classical chart-comparison practice with the more modern technique of composite charting.

The first section appraises each partner's basic temperament from emphasis in elements, modes, signs and houses. Then there's a study of the sign on, rulership of, and planets in each person's 5th, 7th and 8th houses of romance, partnership and sex. Then comes how the two charts relate to each other, with aspects between the two charts and an interpretation of the planets of each person in the other's houses.

The second section creates one composite chart out of the two birth charts, and reads it much like a natal chart to describe the quality of the relationship itself.

Joan Negus's all-new text database totals over 500 pages and covers a variety of ways each combination can play out. She discusses both strengths and weaknesses, and offers many practical suggestions for building on the strengths to create a happy and satisfying long-term relationship.

- Complete Relationship Report, $250
- Upgrade from Contact and/or Composite Astro-Report, $125

With your first astrological report program you'll get a free standalone version of the ACS Atlas. You'll also be able to cast, retrieve, use, easily organize and search for Solar Fire 5/6 as well as Nova-format charts ... design reports by choosing fonts, sections included, etc. ... create different report versions for different uses ... preview and edit reports on-screen and ... add your own pages to each report.

To view sample reports for famous people visit ALABE.COM or phone 800 843-6682 (U.S./ Canada) or 508 896-5081 (elsewhere). You can also get a personalized report for you or a friend. Save your invoice, and you can later apply the full purchase price to a purchase of the report program. See pages 20-21 for details.

A playful take on sex

EroScope zeroes in on a person's lovemaking style and sexual needs. It begins, "If you are looking for a romantic, lovey-dovey astrology report, you won't find it within these pages. Instead, you'll find a scent that's musky, and a feel that's moist." This feisty and free-wheeling romp through the sexual side of a chart is unlike anything you've ever seen!

You'll find delineations of everything from the Ascendant ("your animal skin") to the Sun ("your vital and energetic glow"), Moon ("that swirling tropical cocktail of milky needs"), to Pluto (that "scalding cauldron of death and rebirth"). The report offers all kinds of kinky and spirited suggestions for ways to have fun and challenge your boundaries. EroScope prints out to about 25 pages and includes illustrations.

- EroScope, $250
- Upgrade from Sex-O-Scope, $125

"Eroscope was a hoot! I enjoyed all that good-natured raunch and passion. I think it will indeed be a hit." -- M.M., Boston MA

"Absolutely fabulous! Uncannily accurate and personal. I was sorry when it ended -- I wanted more. Keep up the insane work!" -- P.B., New Milford NJ

"I laughed out loud, grinned, blushed and got indignant once or twice (which is a good thing!!). I loved the report's sassy, feisty style and the pro-active suggestions were usable. Clever job!" -- C. H., Malibu, CA

To run Astrolobe report programs, you'll need

Windows 95 through 8; at least a 100 mHz Pentium chip; 32 Mb RAM (64 Mb recommended; 500 Mb for Vista or Win 7 or 8); 15 Mb of hard disk space for first report, 5 Mb for each additional report, 8 Mb for ACS PC Atlas; 256-color SVGA display (16-bit colors recommended); and a printer.

For additional details, visit http://alabe.com/alaberpts.html.
The instruction manual that you wish had come with your child

Gloria Star’s *Optimum* *Child* report details the needs, potentials and probable developmental course of any child from infancy through teen years. Written in a chatty, easy-to-read style, each report covers the child’s personality type, how to promote intellectual and physical development, how to understand the child’s unique emotional makeup, and how best to foster his or her creativity and spirituality. An extra chapter on how the child is likely to view the parents can contain some surprising and helpful insights.

*Optimum* *Child* reports are an ideal gift for new parents. They’re also a rich source of ideas and strategies for any parent or teacher who wishes to give a child the best possible start in life. These reports are packed with information to help caregivers understand a child’s uniqueness, deal with special problems, and, most important, nurture his or her inborn gifts.

The *Optimum* *Child* report reflects the observations of Gloria Star, who is a specialist in child astrology and who has written a best-selling book on the subject. For this reason, the author’s name and copyright notice appear in all reports, and the individual reports and the text database itself cannot be rewritten by the user. The user can, however, design the look of the printouts, choose house systems, and omit sections to make shorter reports. The typical *Optimum* *Child* report gives 20-25 pages of insightful and informative text and has become a favorite with our users.

*Optimum* *Child* by Gloria Star, $250

---

The Divine Feminine in a patriarchal world

The first four asteroids to be discovered, Ceres, Pallas Athena, Juno and Vesta take their identities from the major Greek deities that are omitted from the usual set of astroligical planets. A divine feminine quaternity, they form a self-contained symbol system that provides special extra insights into issues like parenting and nurture, career, partnership, sexuality and spiritual growth.

The *Asteroid Goddesses* report is based on Demetra George’s and Douglas Bloch’s ground-breaking book of the same name, but it provides expanded definitions and new concepts not found elsewhere.

After an informative introduction to asteroids in astrology, the report discusses each of these four key goddesses, including a retelling of her myth, the life stage she rules, plus interpretations of her sign and house and of her aspects to the rest of the chart.

Since this report reflects the unique views of experts in the field, it is not editable. As with the other Astrolabe reports, though, you can design the look of the printouts, choose house systems, and omit sections to make shorter reports. The reports average 50 pages, giving detailed, in-depth information about dealing with the goddess energies in both women and men.

* Asteroid Goddesses by Demetra George & Douglas Bloch, $295

---

Learn more about these essential archetypes in your nature:

**Ceres, the Mother**, known to the Greeks as Demeter. This great goddess of the creation and cyclic continuity of life speaks of our nurturing qualities, our bonds with our children, our relationship with food, and our recovery from loss.

**Pallas, the Daughter**, known more commonly as Athena. Sprung from the brow of Zeus, she rules strategy, healing and the practical arts. She reveals the creative wisdom in all of us.

**Juno, the Wife**, known to the Greeks as Hera, consort of Zeus. She tells us how we approach marriage and other committed relationships.

**Vesta, the Sister**, known to the Greeks as Hestia. The goddess of the hearth, she also shows how we tend the inner flame of our spirituality and also, surprisingly, our sexual energies.

---

Please note: Your purchase of a report program licenses you to sell its printouts at any price, in any geographical area, as long as they are created on paper by your printer. You may advertise reports on the Internet, but your license does not include delivering the reports online in electronic form.
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The surprising power of Mayan astrology

Fascinated by the ancient Maya/Aztec astrological tradition, astrologer Bruce Scofield spent decades surveying the source material, speaking with current native practitioners, and pondering what these mysterious and powerful ancient symbols could mean in modern life. Not content with mere theory, he then checked and refined his interpretations in the light of many hundreds of client and celebrity charts. The result is the Mayan Life Path Astrology report.

Each report begins by describing and picturing one of the 20 Mayan/Aztec day-signs. Like our Sun signs, these signs, which have names like Wind, Alligator, Earthquake and Flower, each describe a fundamental character type. This is overlaid and enriched with other cycles—including the cycle of 4 Venus phases, which, mirroring stages in the journey of the god Quetzalcoatl, depicts a person’s orientation toward others.

Together, all these layers create a psychologically penetrating portrait of a person’s core character, unconscious motivations, orientation toward others, deepest life purpose, and traits shared with others born in the same year. While it usually reinforces what your Western chart says, Mayan Life Path Astrology also provides a new slant and many valuable new insights.

As a bonus, each 15-page report includes “peak” or turning-point dates for the current 5-year period, plus a mini-course on this exotic but highly sophisticated and psychologically revealing tradition.

- Mayan Life Path Astrology by Bruce Scofield, $250
- Upgrade from DOS version, $125

“Scofield’s delineations of the day-signs are like x-rays that cut to the basic issues confronting the human personality.” — Anthony Louis, M.D., psychiatrist; author of Horary Astrology

Additional insights through numerology

Personal Numerology adds a unique slant not provided by astrology, and it has special market potential because it needs no time or place of birth. Delineating the numbers found in the name and birthdate, it casts light on a person’s destiny, major tasks, talents, skills and life cycles in a way that can show the whole sweep of a lifetime in a few pages. At the end, there’s a close-up view of the year, month and day numbers for any two-year period that you specify.

This revised and expanded version has all-new introductory material, lucky numbers for each current month, optional master numbers above 22, discussions of the weekday of birth and the first vowel in the name, and two years, rather than one, of current progressed numbers. It also has a picture and discussion of the Tarot card that corresponds to the name-date total, and it gives suggestions for using the Tarot to carry the numerology reading further. These additions, plus a fuller, more flowing text, expand the average report to 15 or more pages.

This version of Personal Numerology is also more customizable than ever. You can choose Pythagorean, Chaldean or your own letter-number equivalents, reduce the birthdate in five different ways, calculate life-cycle lengths by three different methods, choose when to add Y and W as vowels, select whatever sections you want to include—and, of course, rewrite the text as you please.

- Personal Numerology, $225
- Upgrade from DOS version, $99

Personal Numerology includes:

- The Weekday of Birth: its significance
- Life Path (day-month-year total)
- Emotional Motivation (first vowel and vowel total)
- Impression Made on Others (consonant total)
- Path to Self-Expression, including career suggestions (letter total)
- Life Purpose (birthdate-name total, and its corresponding Tarot key)
- Karmic Lessons and Subconscious Response (missing digits in name)
- Major Life Periods, Turning Points and Challenges
- Current year, month and day numbers

Order online at HTTP://ALABE.COM
Professional Natal Report
In this best-selling, nicely laser-printed birth-chart report, Steve Blake’s friendly, literate text helps you to know and accept your strengths and weaknesses, and suggests constructive ways to use your unique qualities. The report also explains key astrological ideas, making them understandable to all. Even the minor aspects, lunar node, and asteroid Chiron are interpreted (with new Chiron delineations by Ronnie Gale Dreyer). About 20-25 pages in all. Specify birth date, time and place, $25; Abridged version for unknown birth times, $15.

EroScope
This wacky, wild and free-wheeling astro-expose of lovemaking styles and sexual needs tells you about everything from your Ascendant (your “animal skin”), to the Sun (your “vital and energetic glow”), Moon (that “swirling tropical cocktail of milky needs”) and Pluto (that “scalding cauldron of death and rebirth”). On the way, it gives you countless kinky and spirited suggestions for ways to have fun and challenge your boundaries. About 25 pages. Specify birth date, time and place. $25.

Asteroid Goddesses
Examine the feminine archetypes within by taking a look at the “goddess” asteroids Ceres, Pallas, Juno and Vesta. Based on Demetra George’s ground-breaking bestseller of the same name, this report gives both men and women valuable insights into their nurturing style, relationships, career, sexuality and spiritual growth. You get 40-50 pages of text describing the sign and house placement of these four major asteroids as well as their aspects with each other and the other planets in the birth chart. $35.

Optimum*Child
Child-astrology expert Gloria Star explains the needs and potentials of a child from infancy through teen years. Written in a chatty, easy-to-read style, each 20- to 25-page report covers the child’s personality type, how to promote intellectual and physical development, how to understand the child’s unique emotional makeup, and how best to foster his or her creativity and spirituality. This is an ideal gift for new parents as well as a rich source of ideas and strategies for any parent or teacher. $25.

Mayan Life Path Astrology
Get a different slant on your character with Bruce Scofield’s amazing Mayan Life Path Astrology! This unusual report finds where your birth falls in the Mayan/Aztec sacred calendar and shows what this means for your character and fate. With remarkable psychological insight, it describes the meaning of your day-sign, your place in the 13-day Mayan “week”, your Venus ruling deity, and your birth year. As a bonus, you get a 5-year Peak Date forecast plus a mini-course in Mayan/Aztec astrology. Birth time and place recommended but not required. 15 pages. $20.

Personal Numerology
Using your full birthdate and name as given at birth, we’ll calculate and explain your personal numbers for motivation, impression, expression, karma, subconscious response, destiny, life cycles, turning points and major and minor challenges. You also get career suggestions, your personal Tarot significator, and monthly and daily numbers for the current two-year period. Please send your birthdate, your full name as given at birth, and the starting month for your two-year progressions. $20.

---

How to Order Report Printouts and Chart Calculations

Placing Your Order: Mail your order to Astrolabe, Box 1750, Brewster, MA 02631, phone it to 1-800-843-6682 or (508) 896-5081 (Mon-Fri 10:30 AM to 5:30 PM Eastern U.S. time), fax it to (508) 896-5387, or order online at http://alabe.com. Please have complete birth data and credit card information ready.

Pay by MasterCard, Visa, American Express, check or money order. No shipping or service charge if ordered and received online.

Delivery: Mailed reports are laser-printed, bound and sent by Priority Mail; calculations by First Class Mail. Postage within U.S. is $8 per report; $3 for calculations-only. Reports ordered online are emailed free as PDF documents. A $3 service charge applies for emailed orders that were not ordered online.

Contact Information: Please include your billing address, mailing address (if different), phone number and/or email address.

Data to Include: Unless specified otherwise, please give a name for the person; birth day, month and year; birth hour and minute; and city and state (or country if outside the U.S.); plus, if it’s a forecast, the timespan desired.

Birth Time: The more accurately you supply the birth time, the more accurate the astrology will be. Unless you specify the type of time, we assume that the time you give is the type of time that was legally in use at that date and locality. We use the ACS Atlas, the industry standard, for accurate time zone, daylight saving and place information and will make all necessary adjustments. Remember that 12 AM is midnight (0 hours) and begins the day; 12 PM is noon. We cannot refund charges if you have supplied incorrect data.

Calculation Options: Placidus houses, geocentric coordinates, the tropical zodiac and the mean lunar nodes are used in all Astrolabe reports. These are also used in chart calculations unless you specify otherwise.

Extra Chart Points are available in most calculations (but not in reports unless specified otherwise). For $2 extra you can include your choice of Chiron, Ceres, Pallas, Juno, Vesta, Hygeia, Astraia, Vulcan, Transpluto, Black Moon Lilith, White Moon Selena, Eris, Sedna, the 8 Uranian planets, the Equatorial Ascendant, Vertex, and day/night Part of Fortune.
Synastry: How Your Birth Charts Fit Together
This report is for would-be or actual partners who want to make the best of a long-term love relationship. Part 1 deals with each partner’s relating potential and closely analyzes the astrological houses that deal with romance, marriage and sex. Part 2 looks at each partner’s planetary placements in the other’s houses to see what areas of life are likely to be most impacted by the relationship. Part 3 compares the aspects between the two charts to see how the partners fulfill each others’ needs. Please specify the birth city, date, and time of both partners. $35.

The Composite Chart: The Relationship Itself
Using the composite chart (a single horoscope made from the midpoints between the horoscopes of the two individuals) this report describes the relationship itself. Joan Negus’ text interprets a complete array of astrological placements and aspects so that you may fully understand this new entity that is created by the two of you. Specify birth date, time and place of both partners, and, if possible, the location of the relationship. $35.

The Synastry and Composite Reports Combined
Get both of the above reports and save $20 on the single-report price. An incredible value — about 60 pages of useful information about your relationship, presented from two complementary astrological disciplines. $50.

The StarDate Pendant
Your Personal Astrological Signature in 18 Karat Gold
The StarDate Pendant, exquisitely crafted in solid gold, is engraved with the accurately calculated positions of the Sun, Moon, planets and rising sign at the moment of your birth. More than 40,000 StarDate Pendants have been sold, and yet no two are alike. Each is as individual as the person it was created for. This unique remembrance is the perfect gift for a friend, loved one or yourself. The pendant comes attractively packaged for gift-giving. As a bonus, it includes a free Professional Natal Report (a $25 value). We will need the birth date, time and place. The price varies with the price of gold. For more information and to check the latest pendant price, see our web page, Alabe.com/pendant/jewelry.html.
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Brought to you from Switzerland, Astro*Intelligence reports use Expert Systems, a state-of-the-art programming technique, to re-create not just the words, but the thought processes of well-known astrologers. The result comes closer to a live consultation with the likes of Liz Greene or Robert Hand, at only a fraction of the price. Rather than using astrological jargon, these reports go straight to the issues in your life. Many have reported that the insights gained were remarkably penetrating and even quite moving. These reports are available only by mail in printed book form.

Psychological Horoscope Analysis: Liz Greene’s Jungian interpretation of the birth chart explores both the strengths and the weaknesses of your psychological type. It discusses the conscious and unconscious aspects of your personality, the psychological atmosphere during your childhood, patterns in your relationships, and your best path toward integration and development. Because this analysis focuses on the life issues of an adult, it is not offered for children under 14. 18-25 pp. Please specify the gender, birth date, time, and place. $65.

Child’s Horoscope: Liz Greene’s melding of psychology with astrology can give parents uniquely valuable insights into a child’s personality. Discovering a child’s psychological type, talents, needs and anxieties can help him or her to find and follow the right path in life. 20-25 pp. Please specify the gender, birth date, time and place. $65.

Relationship Horoscope: Liz Greene’s partner analysis helps you relate more consciously and with more choices. Designed for any two adults over 18 who are having a love relationship, it describes what brings you together, the relationship that the two of you create, how the relationship affects each of you, and the deeper psychological issues that the relationship activates within you. 35-40 pp. Specify date, time, birthplace and gender of both partners. $70.

Transits of the Year: Robert Hand’s approach to interpreting transits integrates the events that may happen, the feelings you may experience, and the possibilities that each transit presents for growth and awareness. Covering 12 months of selected transits, he uses your age, factors in your natal chart, and the current transits to focus on your prevalent themes for the year ahead. 25-28 pages per year. Please specify starting month, gender, and the birth date, time and place. $60.

Long-Term Perspectives: Six-Year Horoscope: What can astrology tell us about our current place in history, and what do these important times promise for you as an individual? To help you understand yourself in relation to today’s world, Liz Greene looks at your selected transits and progressions over a six-year period. Her discussion projects your long-term inner development in the light of both outer-planet transits and generational cycles. 45-50 pages. Please specify the gender, birth date, time, place and the year you would like to start with. $65.
Solar Fire Chart Calculations

Specify smaller wheel with aspect grid (shown at left) or full-page wheel without aspect grid.

1. Natal or event chart. $5

2. Forecasting chart: Provide natal data and data for forecast chart. Specify Secondary Progressed, Tertiary Progressed, Solar Arc Directed, Solar Return, or Lunar Return. $3 when ordered with natal chart; $5 without natal chart order.

3. Additional listing with any single chart. Select from Rulership Analysis, Essential Dignities and Anmutens (Horary), Aspect List, Aspect Analysis, Midpoint Sort (specify any harmonic 1 through 12 or 16), Midpoint Trees (specify any harmonic 1 through 12 or 16), Arabic Parts (39 including Part of Fortune; parts adjusted for day and night births). $3 each list.

4. Composite Chart: $5. Provide birth data for both individuals, and specify midpoint Ascendant, derived Ascendant (must provide location of relationship), or Davison (midpoint in time) chart. Composites for up to 15 people -- $5 plus $1 extra for each additional person after 2.

5. BiWheel: Please specify which chart you want house cusps for. $8.

6. Additional Synastry Listings: Choose from Synastry Aspects, Synastry Midpoint Sort (A’s midpoints to B’s planets; specify harmonic number 1-12, 16); Synastry Arabic Parts (A’s parts to B’s planets). $3 per list.

7. Color Wheel: Large wheel without grid, 1 page. Choose from Regular, TearDrop, or Lotus wheels, and Pastel or Vibrant color areas. $15.

AstroMaps and Locality Reports

1. Planet and Local-Space Lines (specify either or both) projected on a map (world, U.S., or any continent). $10; color map $15.

2. Local space wheel, natal or relocated. $8

3. Locality report. Lists and interprets the planet lines, local space lines and paras in effect at any specified location. $10 per location; 3 locations for $25.

Solar Fire Dynamic Hitlists

Chronologically sorted lists include exact hits to natal Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, Mean North Node, MC and Asc. Aspects include the conjunction, semisextile, semisquare, sextile, square, trine, sesquiquadrate, quincunx and opposition.

1. Transits to natal points (1 year, specify start date): a) transits from Mars through Pluto and North Node (about 4 pages); $10; or b) from Sun through Pluto and North Node (but not transiting Moon) (about 16 pages): $25.

2. Progressions to natal and progressed points (3 years, specify start date): Includes progressed Sun through Pluto, Node, MC, Asc, with progressed house and sign ingresses (2 to 3 pages): $8.

3. Solar arc directions to natal points (3 years, specify start date): Includes directed Sun through Pluto, Node, MC, Asc; hits by conjunction, semisquare, square, sesquiquadrate and opposition. House and sign ingresses are also available. a) With forward and backward whole arcs (about 3 pages), $5; b) With forward and backward whole, half and double arcs (about 8 pages), $10.

4. Transits and progressions (1 year, specify start date): Progressions as in #2, plus transits from a) Mars through Pluto and Node to natal and progressed points and house cusps (about 7 pages), $15; or b) with transiting Sun and Mercury added (about 28 pages), $40.

5. Progressed lunation listing: 84 years of progressed lunar phases plus progressed sign and house ingresses of Sun and Moon (3 pages): $15.

Graphic Ephemerides

Transit graphs and more! Specify transits, progressions or solar arc directions; and geo, helio, declination or latitude coordinates. Include natal data (if any), start/end dates, zodiac, modulus (360°, 45°, 90°, 30° or other); and points to include (available: regular planets, Ceres, Pallas, Juno, Vesta, Chiron and natal MC and Asc). We recommend:

1. 3-month transit graph with Moon. With natal lines, $10 per page. Moving planets only, $5 per page. (2 page minimum.)

2. 6-month transit graph without Moon. With natal lines, $10 per page. Moving planets only, $5 per page. (2 page minimum.)

3. 5-year transit graph of Jupiter through Pluto. With natal lines, $10 per page. Moving planets only, $5 per page. (2 page minimum.)

4. Life diagram: 100 years of Solar Arc Directions with natal lines. $10

5. 20 years of secondary progressions with natal lines. $10

6. 3 years of tertiary progressions with natal lines. $10
About Astrolabe

Founded as Astro-Graphics Services in late 1979 by the astrologers Robert Hand, Gary Christen, Arthur Blackwell, Steve Blake and Patricia White, Astrolabe is celebrating its 36th year. Starting with programs for the Radio Shack TRS-80, the Apple II and early CP/M computers, it is now a world leader in Windows astrology programs that also run on Win 8 tablets and Macs.

Besides offering programs for individual users, Astrolabe develops custom software for third-party commercial use, including the Kiosk, a turnkey astrological package that you can buy for your website. In addition, the Michelsen-Simms Trust has appointed Astrolabe to administrate the ACS PC Atlas and license it to other software and web developers.

Astrolabe also provides a full range of chart-calculation and astrology report services. Its website, ALABE.COM, generates more than 4 million free natal charts each year as well as offering many popular charts and reports for sale.

Along with president Gary Christen and vice-president Pat White, Astrolabe employs astrologers Madalyn Hills-Dineen and Ray White at its office in Massachusetts. It has a semi-autonomous division in Great Britain and direct-mail customers in countries from Argentina to Zimbabwe. Its staff lectures for local astrology groups and at major astrology conferences, where Astrolabe is usually a vendor. Astrolabe also sponsors educational events at its headquarters on Cape Cod. For a schedule of events, visit ALABE.COM or subscribe to AUGHuries.

Astrolabe’s Free App for Smartphones and Tablets

Celeste does accurate astro calc instantly on your iPhone or iPad. You get:
• A clear, easy-to-read chart wheel showing the current planetary positions and aspects, with houses set for the location of your choice.
• Interpretations based on the next aspects to be made by the Moon and planets.
• A wheel for any birth chart that you input, with the coordinates and time standard automatically supplied by the ACS Atlas.
• Interpretations for each birth planet in its sign, and for current applying personal transits.

You can get Celeste for your iPhone and iPad at the iTunes store.

Subscribe to AUGHuries

AUGHuries, the Astrolabe User Group e-letter, is sent out every few weeks to put our customers and other interested people in the loop about the latest sale deals, seminars, software tips, and other news from Astrolabe. You can sign up for AUGHuries by typing your email address on the Astrolabe home page, http://ALABE.com. We don’t share our our e-list with anyone, and we’d love to have you join!

Return Policy and Disclaimers

Software: After opening the sealed software license envelope, you may not return the software for a refund or credit. However, you may return unopened software for a full refund within 30 days of purchase, if you first contact Astrolabe to obtain a return authorization number. Astrolabe warrants the CD on which its software is furnished to be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use for a period of 90 days from the date of sale as shown by a copy of your invoice. The sole responsibility of Astrolabe is to replace the program CD in case of defects. Downloaded software is not returnable under any circumstances once the download link has been sent to you. ♦ You assume responsibility for selecting a program to achieve your intended results, and for the installation, use, and results obtained from the program. ♦ You can preview sample output and details at ALABE.COM or by phoning Astrolabe at 1/800/843-6682. You can view Astrolabe’s software licensing agreement on the Return Policy page at ALABE.COM. ♦ Technical support is available online at http://ALABE.com/Support/ or by phoning 508/996-5081 weekdays from 10 am–4 pm U.S. Eastern Time.

Chart Services: Chart services are not refundable unless we have made an error in data entry. In such a case, Astrolabe will correct the error at no further charge to you. You are responsible for supplying correct data and selecting suitable calculations or reports. You can preview samples of reports and calculation pages at http://ALABE.com or request them by phoning 1/800/843-6682.

Software & Chart Service Disclaimer: All calculations and/or interpretations produced by our software, bought through our chart service department or supplied free of charge at our website are intended for research or entertainment only. Astrolabe assumes no liability for any decisions made based on output from its programs, chart report services, or free chart services. In no event will Astrolabe be liable to you for any damages, including any lost profits, lost savings or other incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to use a program, or the information provided to you in one of our paid or free chart services.

Full return & other policies are at http://ALABE.com/PolicyAndPurchase.html.
Please Note: All prices are subject to change.

SINCE 200 A.D., ASTROLOGERS HAVE DEPENDED ON THE ASTROLABE TO MAP THE STARS. THEY STILL DO!

ASTROLABE • P.O. BOX 1750 • BREWSTER, MA 02631 USA • WEBSITE: ALABE.COM
TEL.: 508/896-5081 • FAX: 508/896-5289 • EMAIL: ASTROLABE@ALABE.COM • TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE: 1-800-843-6682